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,. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important contributions of the ARIMA methodology 
advocated by Box and Jenkins (1976) is to show the advantages of differencing 
univariate time series to obtain stationary processes. However, in the multivariate 
case differencing should be made with great care, and some of the problems 
associated to differencing all the components of a vector of time series when 
building a multivariate ARIMA model were mentioned by Box and Tiao (1977), 
when the non stationarity of the vector is due to a small number of non stationary 
components. Granger (1981, 1986) and Engle and Granger (1987) developed these 
ideas, proposed the concept of cointegration, and related it to the error correction 
representation advocated by Sargan (1964). Pena and Box (1984, 1987) showed 
how to identify common factors in a vector of time series and how to build a 
simplifying transformation to recover the factors as linear combinations of the 
original series. Stock and Watson (1988) showed that cointegrated multiple time 
series must have, at least, one common trend or factor. This work was a first step 
to clarify the connection between cointegration and common factor analysis, 
further studied by Pena (1990), Gonzalo and Granger (1991), Johansen (1991), 
and Reinsel and Ahn (1992). 
Tiao and Tsay (1989) proposed finding linear combinations of the observed 
series which lead to simple multiple time series structures. They showed the 
importance of exchangeable models in multiple time series and the risks of over 
parametrization and they developed a canonical correlation analysis to find the 
simplest representation of a vector of time series. Related work on canonical 
correlation in time series is found in Akaike (1974), Aoki (1987), Reinsel (1983) 
and Ahn and Reinsel (1988). 
This paper analyzes the importance of taking into account cointegration 
or common factors structures when building multivariate time series models. The 
importance of the concept of cointegration in the economic literature is due to the 
possibility of putting together the information about the long-run equilibrium, 
coming from economic theory, and the statistical evidence about short-run 
dynamics in the observed series. However, it is proved in this paper that 
cointegration is equivalent to a particular type of common factor structure and, 
1 
therefore, it may be potentially very important in many areas of statistical 
modeling. In particular, the presence of common factors implies a badly definedJ 
vector ARIMA representation, (Pena and Box, 1987) and so it must be taken into 
account when building multiple time series model with nonstatlonary variables. 
Also, at the scalar level, the estimation of single equation models may also be 
unreliable if cointegration is disregarded, see Stock (1987) and Phillips (1991). 
Surveys on some of these topics are Escribano(1990), Engle and Yoo(1991), 
Campbell and Perron(1991), Johansen(1993) and Escribano and Espasa(1993). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the notation and the ) 
time series representations used in the paper. Section 3 discusses the relationship 
between cointegration and common factors, shows that all common trends 
representations proposed in the literature are "equivalent" and that a dynamic 
factors model nest all common trends (factors) representations. Section 4 critically 
reviews the different approaches suggested in testing for cointegration (common 
factors) and in identifying the dimension of the cointegration matrix (number of 
non-stationary common factors) and suggest a potentially more efficient procedure) 
to determine the number of cointegrating vectors. Finally section 5 incorporate 
some concluding remarks. 
) 
2. ALTERNATIVE MULTIPLE TIME SERIES REPRESENTATIONS: A REVIEW FOR 
JOINTLV I(1) VARIABLES. 
We assume that we have an nx1 time series vector~· and, for simplicity, 
)
we will consider all variables in deviations from the mean ~=X·t-Pt. Given the 
initial conditions, X·j=O for jsO, the mean pt=E(X·t) is a column vector of n 
components which can include constants, deterministic time trends, dummy 
variables etc. ) 
In general, we assume that the vector ~ follows the vector VARMA 
representation 
~(B)~ = 8(B) Et (2.1) 
J
where ~(B) = 1-~,B- ...-~pBP, and 8(B) = 1-8,B-...-8qBQ, ~i (i = 1, ...p) and 8j (i = 1,...q) 
are nxn square matrices, B is the backshift operator, and Et is a sequence of 
uncorrelated variables with zero mean and positive definite covariance matrix I. 
j 
2 
c 
We assume that 4>(B) and 9(B) are comprime, that is they do not have roots in 
c common, and that the zeros of the determinantal polynomials are as follows: (i) 
I 9(B) I has all zeros outside the unit circle; (ii) I 4>(B) I has zeros on or outside 
the unit circle. 
Assuming that 4>(B) = (1-B)4>"(B), where 4>" (B) has all its roots outside the 
c 
unit circle, and calling A(B) =9"'(B) 4>"(B), model (2.1) can be written 
A(B)(1-B)~ = Et (2.2a)
• 
where A(B) = I - E AjBi has all its roots outside the unit circle. The model can also 
p
be written as 
n(B)~ = Et (2.2b)
• 
where n (B) = (1-B)A(B) = 1- E njBi and n(B) has n roots on the unit circle.
'-1Equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) are called the VAR(oo) representation of the process. 
An alternative formulation can be derived easily from (2.2a) by inverting 
the matrix A(B), and calling C(B) =A-'(B) 
(1-B) Xt = C(B) Et (2.3)
• 
and it will be called the MA( 00) representation. Here C(B) = E· Cj BI is an nxn )-0
matrix of polynomials in the backward shift operator B, Bk~ = Xt -k, with Co = I. The 
invertibility condition says that the roots of the equation I C(B) I = 0 are outside 
the unit circle, and therefore, C(1) has full rank. 
Definition 2. 1 
The time series ~ is univariate integrated of order d, I(d) d = 0, 1,2,..., if (1-B)dXt 
follows an invertible stationary MA(oo) process, or if ~ has an ARIMA(p,d,q) 
representation. 
Definition 2.2 
The time series vector ~ is jointly integrated of order d, Jl(d) d ~O, 1,2,... , if: 
(i) all components are univariate I(d), and 
(ii) (1-B)d~ follows an invertible VMA(oo). 
We have added the term jointly to distinguish the multivariate 1(1) concept 
from the univariate one. 
3 
A jointly 1(1) process, JI(1), such as (2.3) can be written as a multiple 
unobserved components model driven by nx1 linearly independent random walks. 
This representation, at the univariate level, was obtained by Beveridge and Nelson 
(1981) by decomposing the matrix C(B) as the sum of the zero frequency (B = 1) 
components, and the rest of the frequency terms, 
C(B) = C(1) + (1-B)C·(B). (2.4)
• 
where C'(B) = (1-B)O'[C(B)-C(1)] and Cj' = - E Cj' under the condition that 
• '-J+1 
E j'/2 I Cj I < 00 • Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) we get, 
J-O 
(1-B)~ = C(1 )Et + (1-B)C'(B)Et (2.5) 
integrating out this equation under the initial condition that Etoj = 0 for j ~t, 1-1 
~ = C(1) E Etoj + C'(B)Et (2.6)J-O 
which can be written as a multiple unobserved components model, usually called 
multiple Beveridge and Nelson decomposition, 
Xt = Tt + C"(B)Et (2.7a) 
Tt = Tt.' + C(1 )Et (2.7b) 
where Tt is an nx1 vector of random walks and C(1) is an nxn matrix of full rank, 
rank[C(1)] =n, and so the nx1 system of equations is driven by nx1 linearly 
independent random walks. 
The three basic representation VARMA, VAR( 00) and VMA( 00) mimic 
closely the univariate representations of homogeneous time series data. The n-
unobserved components model will be related to the common factors model to be 
discussed in the next section. 
3. COINTEGRATION AND COMMON FACTOR MODELS 
When all individual series are 1(1) but some linear combinations are 1(0) 
Granger (1981) named that cointegration. This idea goes back to Box and Tiao 
(1977) and it is related to the scalar components models analyzed by Tiao and 
Tsay (1989). 
Definition 3.1. 
The components of the vector ~ are cointegrated of order 0, c,1,0), with rank r 
if: 
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a) all individual components are univariate 1(1) and 
b) there are r linearly independent combinations, p'x.., which are JI(O) and 
rank(p) = r. 
It is important to stress that if p'x.. is JI(O), R p'x.. will also be ..11(0) for any 
( non singular R matrix. Calling T' =R P' to the cointegration matrix we can always 
choose R to make T'T =I. To see this, note that given any rxn matrix Pof full rank 
r, we can always take R= A"' (p'P)"', where A is the square root of the positive 
definite matrix P'P, that is, it verifies that (p'p) = AA'. Then 
T'T = A"' (P'P)"' P'P(p'p)"'(A"')' = I 
Therefore, without lost of generality, we can always assume that the 
cointegration matrix P is normalized in such a way that p'P=!. 
Colntegration and model matrices 
In term of the VARMA (2.1) representation cointegration implies that the 
determinantal polynomial, I (/)(B) I has n-r roots on the unit circle. Let t/>(B) = 
E,(B) O(B) E2(BI, where O(B) is a diagonal matrix that has (1-B)ln_r in the upper left 
hand corner and Ir in the right hand corner, and E,(B) and E2(B) are nonsingular 
matrices that have all the zeros outside the unit circle. "rhis decomposition is called 
the Smith-McMillan Lemma and was used by Yoo (1987) and Hylleberg and Mizon 
(1989). 
Oifferencing all the series is equivalent to multiplying the model by a 
diagonal matrix 02(B) that has I in the right hand corner and (1-B)lr in the upper 
left hand corner 0(B)02(B) = (1-B)I and therefore: (i) the matrix A(B) in (2.2a) will 
contain long terms of the type (1-B)"'(/)ij(B) in order to cancel the extra number of 
unit roots, and a very complicated and long memory structure may appear when, 
in fact, a simple one may be suitable for the data; (ii) in the VMA( 00) representation 
(2.3) I C(B) I has r roots on the unit circle and, therefore, it would not be 
invertible. 
Cointegration impose also restrictions on the rank of the matrices n(1) and 
C( 1) of the VAR y VMA form of the process. Starting from the VAR, let us 
decompose n(B) as 
n(B) = n(1)B+(1-B) n"(B) (3.1) 
5 
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• 
where n"(O) = 11(0) = I, and n j"=- 1: nj +l• When fl(B) has n roots on the unit circle 
'-1
n" (B) = A(B) in (2.2a) and n(1) = O. However, when n(B) has n-r roots on the unit 
circle, the VAR representation can be written as 
n"(B) (1-B)~=-n(1 )~o' +Et (3.2) 
and it is called an error correction model. From Granger's representation theorem, 
) 
see Engle and Granger (1987), we know that cointegratlon Implies certain 
restrictions on the matrices n(1) and C(1). The matrix n(1) has rank r and can be 
written as 
n(1) = a P' (3.3) ) 
where P is the cointegration matrix Introduced in Definition 3.1 and a and pare nxr 
matrices. Calling PooL. the nx(n-r) matrix that spans the null space of P, (P'PooL. = 0), we 
obtain 
n(1) PooL. = 0 (3.4) 
and the rows of the matrix n(1) span the same space as the rows of the matrix p', 
which will be called the cointegration space. Also, the columns of the matrix n(1) 
span the same space as a, and the matrix a verifies ) 
C(1) a = O. (3.5) 
In terms of the VMA(co) (2.3), cointegration implies that the matrix C(1), 
which measures the long run impact of shocks in impulse response analysis, has 
rank n-r. The reason for the reduced rank of C(1) is clear, since premultiplying 
equation (2.6) by P' wet_yet, 
P'~ = P'C(1) E Etoj + P'C"(B)Et (3.6a) 
)and so for P'~ to be Jl(6)Othe condition P'C(1) =0 must be satisfied, which reduces 
equations (3.6a) to 
P'Xt = P'C"(B)Et (3.6b) 
with IP'C"(B) I =0 having all roots outside the unit circle. 
Cointegration also implies that scalar components models. as defined by 
Tiao and Tsay (1989) exits. These authors introduced this concept as a way to 
simplify the structure of vector ARMA models: a scalar component model (SCM) 
is a linear combination b'~ such that if t/Ji and Si are the vector ARMA matrices in ,) 
(2.1) b't/Jj=O for j=p,+1, ... ,p and b'Sj=O for i=q,+1,... ,q. Suppose, for 
simplicity, that the elements of ~ is follow an ARIMA (0,1 ,q) model. Then, 
6 
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according to (3.6) the elements of P'~ are, at most, ARIMA (0,0,q-1), and, 
( therefore, any of the linear combinations P'~ are SCM. 
Given these results, an alternative definition of cointegration that takes 
into account the restrictions on the C(1) and n(1) matrices is the following. 
c 
Definition 3.2. 
The components of the vector ~ are cointegrated of order 0, eft,D), with rank r 
if: 
c a) all individual components are univariate I( 1) and 
b) there are r linear independent combinations, P'~, which are JI(O). That is 
P'C( 1) =0, where P' is the rxn cointegrating matrix, and so rank[C(1)] =n-r, or 
n(1)p..L.=0 and rank rl[(1)]=r.
i( 
It is possible to allow some of the elements of the vector Xt to be 1(0) as 
long as some of the others are I(d) but this complicates the algebra, see David-
son(1991), and for simplicity we will not consider this possibility here. 
!e 
I 
Cointegration and Common factors 
We will prove in this section that the necessary and sufficient condition 
for cointegration with rank r is that the series are driven by n-r common factors. 
,e 
Proffs of the result that cointegration implies Stocks and Watson's common trends 
representations can be found In Stock er.d Watson(1988), Hylleberg and Mi-
zon( 1989), Johansen(1991) and the bellow theorem 3.1. The first two papers start 
c 
with an infinite VMA while the third one starts with a finite VAR in error correction 
form. However, none of those papers have proved that a common factors 
representation with (n-r) J1(1) factors implies cointegration. 
re 
Theorem 3.1 
The components of the time series vector Xt are co/ntegrated of order 0, C(1,0), 
with rank r if and only if: 
(I) Xt can be written as a common trends representation. 
(ii) ~ can be written as driven by n-r common factors that are JI( 1) and r factors 
that are JI(O), (observed common factors representations). 
7 
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Proof. We will prove (i) and (ii) at the same time. 
First, we show that cointegration implies a common trends representation. If we 
decompose the matrix C( 1) by using the Jordan canonical form, 
C(1)= H..IH-' (3.7) 
where H is. partitioned as H = (H"H2) with H, and H2, of order nx(n-r) and nxr 
respectively, containing the right eigenvectors of C( 1). The J matrix is block 
diagonal, contains all eigenvalues of C(1) and since under colntegration the rank 
of C(1) is n-r, it will have n-r eigenvalues =+ 0 in the first block of the diagonal, J", 
and zeros in all the other blocks. If H-' Is partitioned conformably as H-' = (H' ,H2)', 
where H2 contains the left eigenvectors linked to zero eigenvalues, under 
cointegration the decomposition (3.7) can be reduced to, 
C(1) = H,J"H' = H,H2 (3.8) 
where H2 = J" H'. Note that as P'C( 1) = 0, p' contains the left eigenvectors linked 
to the zero eigenvalues of C(1) and, therefore, H2 =p', and H, =p~, where P'~ is 
the(n-r)xn matrix such that P'.J]=O. 
Substituting C(1) = P~H2 in equation (2.6) and calling the stationary 
process C' (B)Et= et and H2Et = vt we obtain 
~ = P~T't + et (3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
where the common stochastic trend or common factors, T\, is a vector of order (n-
r)x1 instead of the nx1 vector Tt of (2.7b). Notice also, that premultiplying in (3.5a) 
by the cointegrating matrix p' we obtain the jointly 1(0) representation (3.2) under 
the condition that P'P~ = O. 
Second, we will first show that model (3.9) is a special case of the 
dynamic common factor model for time series studied by Pena and Box (1984, 
1987). These authors proposed the model 
Xt = A ft + Ut (3.10a) 
tI>(B) ft = 8(B) ~ (3.10b) 
where A is a nxk factor loading matrix, that without loss of generality can be taken 
such that A'A = I, ft is a kx1 vector of common factors, Ut is a n-dimensional white 
noise process and the vector f of k <n common factors follows a vector ARIMA 
representation. Note that in (3.10) ~ and at are independent gaussian process, 
8 
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whereas in (3.9) both equations are driven by the same white noise sequence Et. 
It is straightforward to show that (3.9) is a special case of (3.10). Let us assume 
that there exists n-r non-stationary factors, that follow the model 
(1-B) T-t = 8, (B) a't 
and s = k-n + r stationary factors that follow the model 
wt = 82(B) a2t 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
where f't =[T-'tW' t] and 8;(B) for i = 1,2 have all roots outside the unit circle. Then, 
partitioning A in (3.10a) as [A',A'2] the model can be written as 
C 
I 
I 
Xt = A, T- t + A2 wt + Ut (3.13) 
I where the first term, A, T-tI contains the non-stationary factors, J1(1), and the 
second, A2wtl the stationary factors, JI(O). We have finished the sufficiency part 
c of the proof of (i) and (ii). 
To prove the necessary part, we can write the J1(1) and JI(O) factors of 
(3.13) as, 
><t = A, T- t + et (3.14a)c (3.14b) 
where et = A2wt+ut and vt = 8,(B) a1t are nx1 and (n-r)x1 stationary processes. 
Note that (3.9) is a particular case of (3.14). 
I 
C Now we will show that if model (3.10) holds, ~ can be decomposed into a 
stationary component, using the cointegration relationships, and a JI( 1) compo-
nent. We start with the linear transformation to obtain the common factors 
suggested by Pena and Box(1987). In the general case (3.10) this transformation r 
, '-~ 
I is 
Y. = M X. 13.15)= [i ]X. 
C 
where A is the Moore-Penroe generalized inverse of A given by the kxn matrix 
I 
, A = (A'Ar' A' = A' (3.16) 
and A'.;L. is the (n-k)xn orthogonal complement of A such that rank (A'.J,.) = n-k and 
A'.J..A = 0n.k' 
In the particular case (3.14) in which the vector of series is driven by n-r 
JI( 1) common factors and s JI(O) factors, the transformation to recover the JI(1) 
common factors can be easily built as follows: the orthogonal complement of theC 
I 
9 
c 
--------, 
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- I 
'; I 
./1 
I 
I 
factor loading matrix A1 is p', the cointegration matrix, because p'A1 must be zero 
if p''X,. is JI(O) in (3.14a). As the matrix M is partitioned into two orthogonal 
complements, calling P'.J.. the (n-r)xn orthogonal complement of p, the transforma-
tion will be 
y t - t (3.17)- [P:pI 1X ) 
where P'.J.. is also the Moore-Penroe generalized inverse of A1 and A1 must be equal 
to P.J..' Therefore, cointegration represents a particular case of the factor analysis J 
model in which the loading matrix, A1, can be estimated by P.J.., the orthogonal 
complement of the cointegration matrix p. 
Transformation (3.17) decompose 'X,. into two components: the first, p''X,. 
is JI(O), and includes the cointegration relationships; the second, p'.J..Xt is J1(1), and 
contains the nonstationary common factors driving the observed vector of time 
series. This decomposition can also be expressed in general terms as 
Xt = P1 P.J..''X,. + P2 P'Xt (3.18) ) 
and it will be called the observed factors model decomposition of 'X,. for certain P1 
and P2 matrices of dimension nx(n-r) and nxr that must satisfy: 
P1 p.J..' + P2 P' = I (3.19) J 
Premultiplying equation (3.18) by P' we obtain the conditions P'P1 = 0, 
P'P2 =1 and by premultiplying by P'.J.. we obtain P'.J..P1 =I, P'.J..P2 =0. This set of 
conditions will be satisfied by choosing, for instance, P1 =P.J.., P2 =P and then, a 
simple case of (3.18) is 
Xt = PJiJ'.J.. Xt + pp' Xt (3.20) 
Note that (3.20) is a particular formulation of (3.14a) where the 
nonstationary J1(1) common factors are given by P'.J..'X,., the loading matrix by P.J.., J 
and the stationary term et by (PP')Xt • • 
) 
10 
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Alternative Common Factors Representations 
( Several authors have suggested common factors models that are particular 
cases of representation (3.10). For Instance, Stock and Watson (1988) define the 
observed common factors by P'.J..~ and take as factor loading matrix p.J..(/J'.JJ.J..)O' 
so that the decomposition (3.18) is 
c 
><t =!J.J..(/J'.JJ.J..r'!J'.J..><t+!J(fJ'!J)"'P'~ (3.21) 
which Is identical to (3.20) if we Impose the normalizing condition P'P= I and 
!J'.JJ.J..=J. The same representation is also used by Johansen (1991). Kasa (1992) 
c has also suggested the decomposition (3.21) but defining the common factors as 
(!J'.JJ.J..r'!J'.J..~ and loading matrix p.J... Of course, the differences on these formula-
tions are due to the identification problem between the loading matrix and the 
common factors stressed by Peiia and Box (1987). c 
The model for the transformed vector ><t can easily be obtained using the 
VMA representation. Premultiplying by (!J.J..'!J.J..)"' !J.J..' in equation (3.9a) and using 
equation (3.6) we get the corresponding VMA representations for Kasa's 
c components 
(!J.J..'P.J..)"' P.J..'Xt = r"t + (fJ.J..'P.J..)O'P.J..'C"(B)E"t (3.22a) 
P'Xt = Or + P'C"(B)E"t (3.22b) 
In this case, the observed common factors, first (n-r)x1 block, perfectly c 
isolates in the first term the common trends, r"t' and so are formed by sum of 
random walks and jointly JI(O) terms. 
Premultiplying equation (3.9a) by!J.J..' and using again (3.6) we get the 
le 
VMA representation for the observed common factors and the colntegrating vector 
of the system derived by Stock and Watson(1988), 
P.J..'Xt = p'.JJ.J..r"t + P.J..'C"(B)E"t (3.23a) 
!J'Xt = Or + !J'C"(B)£t (3.23b) 
where the observed common factors, block (3.23a), contain the sum of random 
walks and jointly JI(O) variables. 
Some authors, (see Gonzalo and Granger, 1992) have suggested a 
c 
common factor model for cointegrated variables in which the common factors are 
given by a'.J..~' where a.J.. is the null space of a, the matrix of coefficients in the 
error correction model that was defined in (3.3). Then, the decomposition is 
c 
11 
( 
Xt = p.~Ja~'P.~.J'a'~Xt + a(fJ'a)·'p'~ (3.24) 
Let us show that the representations (3.21) and (3.24) are equivalent. To 
prove this, we can substitute equations (3.9a) and (3.6b) into equation (3.24) 
~ = p~(a~'p~)·'a~'[JJ~Tt· + C·(B)Et ] + a(P'a)·'P'C·(B)Et (3.25) 
factoring out C·(B)Et , 
~ = P~(a~'p~r'a~'p~Tt· + [JJ~(a~'p~r'a~' + a(fJ'a)·'p']C·(B)Et (3.26) 
and since from equations (3.24) we know that [JJ~(a~'p~)"'a~'+ a(fJ'a)"'p'] = In' the 
above equation simplify to Stock and Watson (1988) common trends model (3.9). 
Repeating the same steps with (3.21) 
~ = P~(fJ~'P~)"P~'[JJ~Tt· + C·(B)Et ] + P(P'P)"p'C·(B)Et (3.27) 
and rearranging terms, 
Xt = P~(fJ~'p~r'p~'p~Tt· + [JJ~(fJ~'P~)"P~' + P(fJ'P)·'P']C·(B)Et (3.28) 
which is again simplified to (3.9) because the term in brackets is the identity, 
[JJ~ (P~'p~r'p~' + P(fJ'P)"P'] = In' 
From Johansen (1991) we know that C(1) =p~(a~'n+(1 )p~)"a~' where 
n+(1) comes from n(B)=n(1)+n+(B)(1-B) and so equations (3.9) can be written 
as, 
Xt = P~Tt· + C·(B)Et (3.29a) 
Tt· = Tt,'· + (a~'n+(1)p~r'a~'Et (3.29b) 
4. ESTIMATION AND TESTING FOR COINTEGRATION 
Identifying the space of colntegration implies determining (i) the dimension 
of the space, that is the number of Iinealy independent cointegrating vectors; (ii) 
an orthonormal basis for this space. 
As cointegration implies common factors, the methods developed for 
choosing the number of factors in a vector of time series can be applied to achieve 
this goal, although with some modifications, (see for instance the work by Akaike 
(1974), Aoki (1987), Pena and Box (1987), and Tiao and Tsay (1989)). However, 
in this section we will review briefly two specific procedures to determine the 
cointegration space due to Stock and Watson (1988) and Johansen (1991). 
Stock and Watson (1988) assumes that the vector ~ follows a VAR(p + 1) 
of known order, and suggested an iterative procedure based on testing the null 
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hypothesis of ro cointegration vectors against the alternative hypothesis of r> ro. 
The procedure is as follows: 
Step 1: Compute principal components from the covariance matrix of the data S 
= T-'I ><tX/ = ,'I (X/-ptH><t'-pt)' where Pt is the vector of means of the series 
including all deterministic components and ><t' are the observed values of thele 
variables. Choose the ro smallest principal components of S to form an initial 
A A A 
estimate of P , Po' and the remaining n-roto form the vector P.L •The value 
ro should be the minimum number of cointegrating vectors and could be zero at the 
c beginning of the process. 
Step 2: Compute the vector of common trends by P.L Xt = Wtt and calling A = 
1-8 regress AWt on its p lags as follows: p 
AWt = ~ nj AWt-j+flt. (4.1)c 1 
Step 3: Following the idea of Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots, regress the residual 
fit on the summed residuals according to the equation 
,-1 
fit = 4> ~ flCt-,I-j + St. (4.2) 
c '-0Step 4: Compute the eigenvalues of 4> and test how many of these values can be 
assumed to be zero. If it is concluded that all the eigenvalues are zero, the number 
of cointegration vectors is ro and the procedure ended. Otherwise, if the largest 
c eigenvalues of 4> is different from zero take r, =ro+ 1, and go to step 2. Iterate 
steps 2, 3 and 4 until no further cointegrating vectors are found. 
We will briefly comment on the justification and weakness of each of the 
steps previously mentioned. 
c Step 1: The non-stationary linear combinations formed by p~ will have larger 
variance than the stationary combinations p'><t and principal components allows an 
ordering of the linear combinations according to variance. For instance, if we start 
I 
,I," from the common factor model (3.10), and compute the moment matrices i'---
,2I ><tX'tok = T-2A I ftf'tokA' + ,2I UtU't-k + .2I (Utf't_kA' + AftU't_k) (4.3) 
and taking the probability limit and calling 
plim ,2I ><tX'tok = Mx(k)
c 
plim ,2I ftf't-k = Mf(k) 
we obtain, for k =0, 
Mx(O) = A Mf(O) A' (4.4) 
( 
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where Mx(O) and M,(O) are random matrices which terms are functionals of a 
Wiener process (see Phillips and Durlauf (1986) and Chang and Wei (1988)). 
Therefore, as the matrix M,(O) will be diagonal, asymptotically Mx(O) will have as 
eigenvectors the columns of A and as eigenvalues the limiting functional of the 
diagonal elements of M,(O). 
On the other hand, note that also for k~ 1 
Mx(k) = A M,(k) A' (4.5) 
and, therefore, the lagged moment matrices of the process could also be used to 
determine the dimension n-r of Mx(k). As 
plim T' I UtU't = I 
but 
plim T' I UtU't-k = 0 
and the other terms 
plim T' I Utf't_k = 0 
go to zero at the same rate, it seems more efficient to determine the rank of Mx(1) 
than the one of Mx(O). 
Step 2: The test is based on the assumption that the order p of the VAR model is 
known. This is a very strong assumption and more research is needed to 
understand the effect of errors in the specification of the p on the performance of 
the test. 
Steps 3 y 4: According to Ho, fit is white noise and, therefore, ~ in (4.2) must be 
zero. On the other hand, let us assume that it exits a cointegration relationship 
among the components of Wt and, for Instance, W't is stationary. This means that 
the first component of fit' flw is not white noise but it follows a non invertible 
moving average process. Then, the first term of the matrix ~ in (4.2) must be 
equal to one and all the other terms must be zero. Therefore, the number of non- . 
zero eigenvalues of ~ indicates the additional number of cointegrating vectors that 
have not been taken into account. 
For Instance, let us assume that p =1. Then, in (4.1) fit =AWt and (4.2) 
reduces to 
AWt = ~ Wt-, + at (4.7) 
This is a multivariate regression and the matrix t/) will be estimated by 
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~ = (I ~WtW't.,)(I Wto,W'to,r' (4.8) 
( and calling 
.. • 2Mx (1) = i I ~~X'to" (4.9) 
we can write 
~ = (fi' ..I..fV1x• (1 ){J..I..) (fJ'..I..fV1 x(O){J..I..)"' (4.10)c 
and checking the rank of ~ will indicate the dimension of the cointegration space. 
The maximum likelihood procedure developed by Johansen (1988, 1991 a) 
assumes normality, that ><t follows a VAR(k + 1) model and can be summarized as 
c follows: 
Step 1: Regress ~><t on the lagged differences ~Xt." ...,~Xt-k and call ROt the vector 
of residuals from this regression; 
c Step 2: Regress ><t.k on the lagged differences ~><t." ..., ~Xt-k and call Rkt the vector 
of residuals from this regression 
Step 3: Compute 500, the covariance matrix of the residuals ROt, Skk the covariance 
matrix for Rkk, and SkO' the cross covariance matrix, as 
rc 
Sij = T·' ~ RitR'jt ij =O,k (4.11)
,-1
Step 4: Build the matrix 
M = SkOSOO·'SOkSkk-' (4.12) 
and obtain its eigenvalues Ai and eigenvectors, Vi' We assume 
A, >A2>A3 > ... >An>O. 
Step 58: Testing the null hypothesis Ho: r = 0, is done by computing the likelihood 
ratio 
.. 
O(n-r) = -T ~ log (1-A j ) for r=0,1, ...,n-1 (4.13) 
'-r+1 
that is called the trace statistics and has been tabulated. If O(n) is not significant, 
Ho is not rejected. Otherwise computed 0(n-1), if it is not significant r = 1, 
otherwise r> 1 and compute 0(n-2), and so on. If the last significant value of 0 is 
for O(n-r) then we conclude that the dimension of the cointegrating space is r + 1. 
Step 5b: An alternative likelihood ratio test statistic of the hypothesis Ho (rank 
(fi) = r), versus H, (rank (fi) = r + 1) is given by 
O(r I r+1) = -T In (1-Ar+,) (4.14) 
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Step 6: Once the rank (fJ) = r has been established, choose P as the eigenvectors 
linked to the first r eigenvalues of M in (4.12), and P.l.. as the n-r eigenvectors 
corresponding to the n-r remaining eigenvalues. 
This procedure is focused on estimating the matrix n(1) and checking its 
rank. To justify it let us assume that k = 1. Then the filtering operations of steps 
(1) and (2) are not needed, an the model to be estimated is 
A><t = n(1)><t., +Et (4.15) 
where n(1) = 1-4> =ap' must be of rank= r<n if cointegration exits. The estimation 
of a, assuming Pknown, is a simple multivariate regression problem which leads 
to 
(4.16) 
and, therefore, the covariance matrix for the residual Et is estimated by 
Soo-SoJJ(P'S,JJ)"P'SkO (4.17) 
The minimization of the determinant of (4.17) is well known in the theory 
of canonical correlations and is achieved by finding the eigenvalues of the matrix 
M in (4.12). 
The rank of the M matrix indicates the dimension of p. Note that the 
unrestricted least squared estimation of nin (4.15) is simple SOkSkk", and a natural 
approach to estimate r seems to be estimating ft and checking its rank. 
Johansen's procedure is doing that, but using the scale-invariant or standardized 
matrix M (4.12) that is the product of the unrestricted least squares estimators of 
A><t on Xt and of ><t on AXt , and, therefore, it will have similar properties to SOkSkk·'. 
It is interesting to point out that (4.10) is approximately (P'.l..SoJJ.l..)(fJ'.l..s,JJ.l..r' and, 
therefore, the procedures by Stock and Watson and Johansen will lead to similar 
result in most cases. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have shown the relationship between cointegration and 
common factors, obta.ined that all common factors models can be seen' as 
particular cases of dynamic factors models and that a common factors representa-
tion with J1(1) terms implies cointegration. A dynamic factors model was used by 
Pena and Box( 1984, 1987) to identify common factor in a stationary vector of time 
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series, and we have seen in the paper that the model can immediately be extended 
to nonstationary time series. In doing so, we have shown the similarities among 
the "different" common factors representations that have been proposed in the 
literature for cointegrated vectors. Furthermore, a new procedure for detecting the 
number of common trends has been suggested. This procedure is based on 
dynamic moment matrices instead of the contemporaneous one previously 
proposed in the literature. 
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